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The arithmetical and algebraic section of Chuquet’s Triparty was published a 
century ago. The present volume contains the geometrical section, called “geom- 
etry” by the author and described in the editor’s subtitle as “algebraic geometry.” 
The text used is that of a manuscript copied only four years before the author’s 
death, here taken as the definitive version. A less complete manuscript copy about 
ten years earlier also is extant. No part of the Triparty was published until 1880, 
although extracts from it were printed by Etienne de la Roche in his arithmetic of 
1520 (reprinted 1538) without identification of their authorship. 
Chuquet’s algebraic contributions are noteworthy for their implications in the 
expanding concept of “number” before Stevin’s invention of decimal fractions in 
1585; for his method of approximation to irrationals by insertion between rationals 
a/b and c/d of (a + b)l(c + d); and for notations facilitating calculation with 
negative numbers and exponents. Also significant is Chuquet’s step toward equa- 
tional form by his attention to the case of equality and by his emphasis on the 
importance of the recognition of equivalent expressions. A convenient summary 
of the previously published part of La Geometrie was given by J. Itard in the 
article “Chuquet” (Dictionary of ScientiJc Biography iii, pp. 272-278). 
The phrase “algebraic geometry” (found in the subtitle of this volume), as 
applied to writings before Descartes, does not mean analytic geometry; its mean- 
ing varies so widely with the state of the art as to convey information only in that 
context. Until the sixteenth century algebra consisted largely of techniques of 
calculation applied mainly to numerical approximations of irrationals or to ele- 
mentary Diophantine solutions. Accordingly, in this volume “algebraic geome- 
try” refers to numerical determinations of area or volume. In that respect Chu- 
quet’s Geometry is a treatise on mensuration in a tradition extending back to the 
Alexandrian era, and thence to early Babylonian and Egyptian mathematical trea- 
tises. 
The text is reproduced exactly, with minimal editorial adjustments, as fully 
explained in the Introduction. The printed diagrams are drawings from the origi- 
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nals, placed in the printed edition as nearly as feasible to the manuscript positions. 
One alteration appears to have been made in presenting explanatory material 
accompanying diagrams, in that modern symbols such as = , + , x , and fl appear 
there. The shift from “rhetorical” and abbreviational to symbolic forms in algebra 
was not usual before the sixteenth century, and since no comment on the matter 
was offered by the editor, I question whether Chuquet himself employed those 
symbols for explaining diagrams (he did not in the text). They are, of course, quite 
helpful to easy modern reading. 
Interesting linguistic analyses, useful in appraising Chuquet’s possible sources 
and influences (especially in Italy, on Pacioli and Bombelli), are presented by the 
editor, a qualified specialist in such matters. It is a distinguished service to histo- 
rians of algebra and numerical notations for M. I’Huillier to have produced this 
edition of a work long known to exist but hitherto accessible only in two manu- 
scripts, both situated in Paris. 
